Measurement of the lifetime of the B + c meson using the B + c → J/ψ π + decay mode
lifetimes not exceeding a few per cent are found experimentally [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] . The B + c meson is a bound state of an anti-b quark and a charm quark, and Cabibbo-favoured decays of the charm quark are expected to account for 70 % of its total width, resulting in a significantly shorter lifetime than for other B mesons. In addition, non-spectator topologies, in particular annihilation amplitudes, are not suppressed. These could give sizeable contributions to the total width [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] . Understanding the relative contributions of beauty and charm quarks to the total width of the B + c meson is important for predicting the properties of unobserved baryons with two heavy quarks [18, 19] .
The lifetime of the B + ν µ X decays described in Ref. [25] . The B + c lifetime is determined as follows. The decay time distribution for signal, N B (t), can be described as the product of an acceptance function ε B (t) and an exponential decay E B (t) = exp (−t/τ B ) convolved with the decay time resolution of the detector. The effect of the decay time resolution on the ratio R (t) ≡ N B + c (t) /N B + (t) is found to be small and is absorbed into the ratio of acceptance functions. This leads to the simplified expression
where the factor R ε (t) denotes the ratio of the acceptance functions. This allows a precise measurement of ∆Γ and hence of the lifetime of the B + c meson.
Detector and event simulation
The LHCb detector [27] is a single-arm forward spectrometer covering the pseudorapidity range 2 < η < 5, designed for the study of particles containing b or c quarks. The detector includes a high-precision tracking system consisting of a silicon-strip vertex detector surrounding the pp interaction region [28] , a large-area silicon-strip detector located upstream of a dipole magnet with a bending power of about 4 Tm, and three stations of silicon-strip detectors and straw drift tubes [29] placed downstream of the magnet.
The tracking system provides a measurement of momentum, p, with a relative uncertainty that varies from 0.4% at low momentum to 0.6% at 100 GeV/c. The minimum distance of a track to a primary vertex, the impact parameter, is measured with a resolution of (15 + 29/p T ) µm, where p T is the component of momentum transverse to the beam, in GeV/c. Different types of charged hadrons are distinguished using information from two ring-imaging Cherenkov detectors (RICH) [30] . Photon, electron and hadron candidates are identified by a calorimeter system consisting of scintillating-pad and preshower detectors, an electromagnetic calorimeter and a hadronic calorimeter. Muons are identified by a system composed of alternating layers of iron and multiwire proportional chambers [31] . The trigger [32] comprises two stages. Events are first required to pass the hardware trigger, which selects muon candidates with p T > 1.5 GeV/c or pairs of opposite-sign muon candidates with a requirement that the product of the muon transverse momenta is larger than 1.7 (2.6) GeV 2 /c 2 for data collected at √ s = 7 (8) TeV. The subsequent software trigger is composed of two stages, the first of which performs a partial event reconstruction, while full event reconstruction is done at the second stage. At the first stage of the software trigger the invariant mass of well-reconstructed pairs of oppositely charged muons forming a good two-prong vertex is required to exceed 2.7 GeV/c 2 , and the two-prong vertex is required to be significantly displaced with respect to the reconstructed pp collision vertex.
In the simulation, pp collisions are generated using 
Event Selection
The offline selection of B The decay time resolution function is estimated using simulated samples and found to be well described by triple Gaussian functions with overall rms widths of 10.9 µm/c and 11.5 µm/c for B determined using the simulation and shown in Fig. 2(b) . The variation in the acceptance ratio is caused by the requirement on the J/ψ decay length imposed in the trigger and the subsequent selection. The acceptance is calculated as the ratio of decay time distributions of the reconstructed and selected simulated events to the theoretical (exponential) distributions convolved with the resolution function. This effectively includes the corrections due to resolution effects, neglected in Eq. is smaller than 0.1 % in the range 50 < t < 1000 µm/c. The efficiency-corrected ratio R(t)/R ε (t) is shown in Fig. 3 . A minimum χ 2 fit with an exponential function, according to Eq. (1), gives ∆Γ = 4.46 ± 0.14 mm
where the uncertainty is statistical. The quality of the fit is good, with a p-value of 42 %.
Systematic uncertainties and cross-checks
Several sources of systematic uncertainty are considered, as summarized in Table 1 and discussed below. The uncertainty related to the determination of the signal yields in t bins is estimated by comparing the nominal results with those obtained using different fit models. As an alternative model for the B + sample for all decay time bins and the low-background B + c signal for bins with t > 150 µm/c, there is no effect on the determination of ∆Γ. For the combinatorial background two alternative parameterizations are used: a pure exponential function and a product of an exponential function and a second-order polynomial function. As an additional check, feed-down components from the Cabibbo-suppressed decays B + c → J/ψ K + and B + → J/ψ π + are added to the fit. The shapes for these components are determined using the simulation, while the yields are allowed to float in the fit. Based on these studies a systematic uncertainty of 0.012 mm −1 c is assigned. Allowing the position and resolution for B + c and B + signals to vary in fits to the individual t bins does not affect the value of ∆Γ, and no systematic uncertainty is assigned.
The uncertainties due to the choice of t range and the binning scheme are assessed by varying these and comparing all variants that give a statistical uncertainty for ∆Γ below 0.200 mm −1 c. Uncertainties of 0.040 mm −1 c and 0.016 mm −1 c are assigned due to the choice of t range and binning scheme.
The efficiency ratio R ε (t) is determined using simulation, following techniques established in Refs. [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] 26] . The uncertainty for R ε (t) due to the limited size of the simulated sample is estimated to be 0.011 mm −1 c using a simplified simulation. The result is stable with respect to large variations of the selection criteria, in particular the working points of the MLP classifier and the displacement criterion for the J/ψ vertex. The latter is the only criterion explicitly affecting the lifetime acceptance. The selection criteria are varied, allowing up to a 20% increase in the statistical uncertainty for ∆Γ. Variation of the working point of the MLP classifier results in changes of 0.025 mm −1 c in ∆Γ. Tightening the J/ψ meson vertex displacement criterion leads to a 0.050 mm −1 c change in ∆Γ. These changes are assigned as systematic uncertainties. The result is also stable with respect to the choice of the input variables used in the MLP classifier. An alternative selection using a boosted decision tree [58] is used for comparison with the MLP classifier. The variation of ∆Γ does not exceed a small fraction of its statistical uncertainty, and no additional systematic uncertainty is assigned. The uncertainties due to the momentum scale and the knowledge of the longitudinal coordinate of the LHCb vertex detector are studied in Ref.
[6] and found to be negligible. The total systematic uncertainty for ∆Γ is obtained from the sum in quadrature of the individual contributions listed in Table 1 .
As a final cross-check, the whole analysis is repeated using a lifetime-unbiased selection, designed to reduce the lifetime dependence of the acceptance. In this selection, instead of the displacement requirements for the J/ψ meson vertex, both at trigger and subsequent selection, a different approach is adopted requiring the transverse momentum of the J/ψ meson to be above 3 GeV/c. All other selection criteria are the same, including the MLP classifier. This selection has almost uniform acceptance as a function of decay time, but a smaller overall efficiency. The value of ∆Γ obtained using this selection is 4.23 ± 0.20 mm −1 c, where the uncertainty is statistical only. The larger statistical uncertainty for this selection is due to the smaller signal yield and significantly larger background level for small ct. The result agrees with the baseline selection.
The results are supported using a pseudoexperiment technique that combines simulation and data. Each pseudoexperiment is constructed from the sample of B + candidates (signal and background) from the data, i.e. it is the same for all pseudoexperiments; the sample of signal B + c mesons is obtained using the simulation, and the background sample for B + c candidates is generated using a simplified simulation according to the measured background distributions. The sizes of sub-samples are chosen to reproduce the sample sizes and background-to-signal ratios for data. For each pseudoexperiment the mean lifetime of the B + c meson is chosen randomly in the range between 0.6 times and 1.5 times the known B + c meson lifetime [5] . The whole analysis is performed for each pseudoexperiment and the value of ∆Γ is determined using the same R ε (t) function as for the baseline analysis. In total 1400 pseudoexperiments are used. The value of ∆Γ is found to be unbiased for the entire test interval of B + c meson lifetimes, and the error estimate is reliable.
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